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RMIT University Collection
Acc RMIT.2018.24

[Context]The poor hospital alludes to multiple places and times affected by troublesome occurrences. The title of the work is ambiguous and could infer an inability within a society to care appropriately for those it holds in its care.  A poor hospital may imply something about a failure to feel for the plight of others, or the capacity of hospital staff or residents to endure, due to financial or political factors, or, if we consider the world currently, a pandemic. A poor hospital may be a place of uncertainty due to an incapacity to provide refuge or guidance, rather than being an institution capable of promoting well-being. A poor hospital may be a piteous reflection about an infirmary overtaken by sickness, or an institution that has failed its capabilities. [end Context]
 
[Content]In the centre of the work, a group of figures converges, comprising three nurses and two shadowy figures. We enter the picture, closely following a nurse as she pushes a wheelchair into the ward, towards a trolley that is being made ready. A shadowy character stands at the centre, his identity hidden by the mask brushed across his face, and although indeterminate, this figure implies a patriarchal presence. The intention of the nurse who stares directly at us is ambiguous: perhaps we are related to the incoming patient, or we’re part of the medical staff, or perhaps we are merely the viewer of the painting. The patient and their bed devolve into swipes of paint, their status, and even their very existence, reduced to the intrinsic structure of the painting itself. The blood-red streaks, depicting blankets and a nurse’s sash, are a sanguine reminder of our mortal fragility. [end Content]
 
[Rationale]The nurse that stares directly at the onlooker casts an enigmatic gaze. The gaze, and the nurse’s intention are not clear. We consider that she may be seeking our aid, revoking us for our role as ineffectual observers, or may equally be standing defiant, rejecting our assumptions. Nevertheless, the nurse appears to provide a ‘draw’ for the viewer as they become self-aware through the subconscious repetition of being seen and looked at: the viewer becomes conscious of the gaze, the pattern of being aware of equally being a visual object. (Lacan 1977, pp. 77-79). The nurse’s gaze locks us into a silent dialogue, and we suspect that this may be our hospital, that we have somehow permitted its impoverishment. [end Rationale]
 
Reference: 
Lacan, J. (1977). The four fundamental concepts of psychoanalysis, Miller, J-A. (ed). Translated from the French by Alan Sheridan. London and New York: Karnac. 
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